In this paper, we show that for fuzzy logic, the Occam's principlethat we should always select the simplest possible explanation -explains the ubiquity of the golden ratio and of the 80-20 rule.
Traditional (2-valued) logic. If we have a statement A with truth value a ∈ {0, 1} (0 means false, and 1 means true), and we can apply "and"-operation (&) and negation ¬, then all we can get by applying these two operations (not counting trivially true and trivially false statements) are:
• the original statement A with truth value a, and
• its negation ¬A with truth value 1 − a.
Indeed, in classical logic, S & S is equivalent to S, and S & ¬S is always false.
Need for taking uncertainty into account. The traditional (2-valued) fuzzy logic assumes that for each of his/her statements, the expert is absolutely sure that this statement is absolutely true. In real life, experts are not absolutely sure about their statements. For example, a medical doctor can use a diagnostic rule that works in 99% of the cases, but he/she understands that there are exceptional cases when this rule is not applicable.
To adequately describe expert knowledge, it is therefore important to describe not only the expert's statements, but also their degrees of confidence in these statements. This is the main idea behind fuzzy logic (see, e.g., [1, 4, 5] ), where, to each statement, we assign a number from the interval [0, 1] that describes to what extent the expert is confident in this statement: degree 1 means absolute confidence, degree 0 means that the expert is absolutely sure that the statement is false, and degrees between 0 and 1 correspond to different intermediate levels of confidence.
"And"-and "not"-operations in the presence of uncertainty: towards fuzzy logic. In the case of uncertainty, how can we interpret "and"-and "not"-operations? This is a challenge, since while in the 2-valued logic, the truth values of the two statements A and B uniquely determine the truth value of A & B, for intermediate degrees, knowing the degrees of confidence a and b in two statements does not allow us to uniquely determine the degree of confidence in A & B.
For example, consider the case when A is "a fair coin falls head", and let a > 0 be the expert's degree of confidence that the coin will fall head. Since it is equally possible that a fair coin will fall head or fall tail, the expert's degree of confidence that the coin will fall tail is equal to the same number b. On the other hand, if we take B = A, then A & B is simply equivalent to A, so in this case, we similarly have
Since the expert's degree of confidence in A & B is not uniquely determined by his/her degrees of confidence in A and B, in the ideal world, we should elicit, from the expert, hsi/her degrees of confidence in all possible "and"-combinations of the original statements. However, if we have n original statements, then we have 2 n possible "and"-combination. For reasonable size n, the number 2 n of such combinations becomes astronomical, exceeding the lifetime of the Universe. Thus, we cannot always elicit these degrees of confidence. We therefore need to estimate the degree of confidence , and the algorithm for computing this estimate is known as an "and"-operation or a t-norm.
Properties of "and"-operations (t-norms).
The "and"-operation should satisfy some natural conditions. For example, since A & B and B & A mean the same, the estimates of the expert's degree of confidence for these two expressions should be the same, i.e., we should have ) . In other words, the "and"-operation should be commutative. Similarly, the fact that the "and"-combinations
, that the "and"-operation should be associative.
It is also reasonable to require that the "and"-operation is (non-strictly) monotonic in each of the variables, continuous, and satisfies the properties
Which "and"-operations should we choose: let us use the Occam principle. There are many different "and"-operations that satisfy all these requirements. When selecting an operation, a reasonable idea is to use the Occam principle -i.e., to select the simplest possible "and"-operation.
Since our goal is to design a computer-based system, a reasonable way to measure simplicity vs. complexity is by comparing the computational complexity of different "and"-operations. From this viewpoint, the simplest case is to use functions f & (a, b) which are the easiest to compute -i.e., which can be implemented by the smallest possible number of fast (hardware-supported) computer operations. In modern computers, operations which are hardware supported are -in the order of increasing computation time -min and max, addition and subtraction, multiplication, and division. Out of these operations, only two satisfy all the properties of the "and"-operations: min and product.
So, the simplest "and"-operation is f & (a, b) = min(a, b). This operation was indeed proposed as the main option in Zadeh's pioneer paper [5] that introduced fuzzy logic, and it remains one of the most widely used "and"-operations. However, it has a limitation: for this operation, f & (a, a) = a, so this operation does not take into account that if we use several not-fully-confident steps to reach a conclusion, our confidence in this conclusion becomes smaller and smaller as the number of steps decreases.
To avoid this limitation and make our treatment of degrees of confidence more adequate, it is therefore reasonable to consider the next simplest "and"-operation: the algebraic product f & (a, b) = a · b. The algebraic product has indeed been successfully used in many applications of fuzzy techniques.
Remaining challenge. Occam's principle helps us select an "and"-operation, but we still have a challenge of selecting appropriate real numbers to describe experts' degrees of confidence.
What we do in this paper. In this paper, we show that the ideas behind Occam's principle can also help us select appropriate degrees of confidence.
Interesting, the resulting degrees seem to explain the ubiquity of the golden ratio and of the 80-20 principle: that 20% of the people drink 80% of all the beer, that 20% of the people earn 80% of all the money, etc.
How to Apply Occam's Principle to Select Appropriate Degrees of Confidence
Main idea. We have a statement A, and we would like to assign a numerical degree describing the expert's confidence about this statement. To do it, let us consider not only the statement A by itself, but also whatever auxiliary statements we can form from A. To form these auxiliary statements, we can use logical operations "and" and "not", and basic truth values.
Main idea in the 2-valued case.
Let us start our analysis with the case of the two-valued logic.
In the 2-valued case, there are only two basic truth values: "true" (which is usually described by 1) and "false" (which is usually described by 0). In the 2-valued logic, the "and"-operation does not change anything, so, in addition to 0 and 1, we have only two possible statements: the statement A itself and its negation ¬A (and the result of using "and" to combine A and ¬A is just "false" -i.e., equal to 0).
Extending our main from the 2-valued case to the general fuzzy case.
In the fuzzy case, in addition to 0 and 1, we also have additional (intermediate) truth values. The simplest case is when we consider one additional truth value -whose natural interpretation is "unknown". This additional truth value has to be equally separated from both "true" and "false", so it makes sense to take, as this value, a real number which is equidistant from 0 and 1 -i.e., the number 0.5.
Let us now see what we can do if we also allow "and"-and "not"-operations. In principle, starting with the original statement A with degree of certainty a ∈ (0, 1), we can have infinitely many different values a 2 (corresponding to
Occam's principle -that we should create new entities unless it is absolutely necessary -seems to indicate that not all these statements should be different, some of them should coincide. Let us analyze the simplest cases of such coincidence.
Simplest case: when A & A has the same degree of confidence as some other auxiliary statement. Let us start with the case when the simplest possible "and"-combination A & A has the same degree of confidence as some other auxiliary statement.
The simplest choice of such additional auxiliary statement -that does not require using any logical operation -is the value "unknown". The coincidence between the degree of confidence in A & A and the value "unknown" means that a 2 = 0.5. So, we arrive at the first reasonable degree of confidence:
The next in complexity is the case when the additional statement requires a single logical operation. The only such case -in addition to the statement A & A itself -is the negation ¬A. So, we arrive at the case when the statements A & A and ¬A have exactly the same degree of confidence: a 2 = 1 − a. Interestingly, this is exactly the golden ratio
which is indeed ubiquitous in many practical applications.
Comment. It should be mentioned that the fuzzy origin of the golden ratio was first noticed in [3] . With the degree of ¬A being ≈ 1 − 0.8 = 0.2, this may explain the ubiquity of the 80-20 rule in many practical applications: that a few people drink most of the beer, that a few people earn most of the money, etc.; see, e.g., [2] .
What next: when

